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Nature’s highly efficient light-harvesting antennae, such as those
found in green sulfur bacteria, consist of supramolecular building
blocks that self-assemble into a hierarchy of close-packed structures. In an effort to mimic the fundamental processes that govern
nature’s efficient systems, it is important to elucidate the role of
each level of hierarchy: from molecule, to supramolecular building
block, to close-packed building blocks. Here, we study the impact
of hierarchical structure. We present a model system that mirrors
nature’s complexity: cylinders self-assembled from cyanine-dye
molecules. Our work reveals that even though close-packing may
alter the cylinders’ soft mesoscopic structure, robust delocalized
excitons are retained: Internal order and strong excitation-transfer
interactions—prerequisites for efficient energy transport—are both
maintained. Our results suggest that the cylindrical geometry strongly
favors robust excitons; it presents a rational design that is potentially
key to nature’s high efficiency, allowing construction of efficient lightharvesting devices even from soft, supramolecular materials.
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of the properties of the building blocks or does their close packing
require a different interpretation?
In nano-science size and shape have important impact on
a system’s properties (1). Interestingly, one of nature’s most
spectacular class of LH antennae systems that was found in green
sulfur bacteria (7–10, 15, 34, 38, 39) uses cylindrical-shaped geometries as a basic design principle for their supramolecular
building blocks (7–10). Does nature gain an advantage from
using cylindrical-shaped rather than simple sheet-like geometries
as a design principle for one of its most efficient LH antennae?
The ultimate next step is to elucidate the impact of hierarchical assembly on excitonic properties that are critical to
the system’s efficiency. However, it is difficult to disassemble
nature’s hierarchical structures into their supramolecular building blocks to study and understand the impact of hierarchical
assembly. A promising approach would be to use a well-defined
model system for which basic investigations are possible in every
single step on the hierarchical assembling process.
Significance

T

he most remarkable materials that demonstrate the ability to
capture solar energy are natural photosynthetic systems such
as those found in primitive marine algae and bacteria (1–10).
Their light-harvesting (LH) antennae are crucial components,
because they absorb the light and direct the resulting excitation
energy efficiently to a reaction center, which then converts these
excitations (excitons) into charge-separated states (1, 4, 11, 12).
Although the noncovalent interactions that link the individual
molecules within the LH antennae are weak, the excitation
transfer interactions between the molecules are relatively strong;
new excited states, so-called Frenkel excitons (13), are generated
that are delocalized over a number of molecules (1). These
delocalized excitons are key to nature’s efficiency and are
therefore of high interest (14–20).
To create such efficient LH systems, nature assembles molecular subunits into individual supramolecular structures, which
are then further assembled into close-packed superstructures (1,
4, 7–10, 12, 21). This hierarchical assembly is a generic motif of
nature’s photosynthetic systems. As with natural systems, assembling artificial LH devices from supramolecular structures
will require close packing into hierarchical assemblies to maximize the amount of absorbed light (19). Therefore, key to our
ability to tune materials properties for efficient LH applications
is a basic understanding of the role of each level of the hierarchy:
from the individual molecule, to the individual supramolecular
building block, to the close-packed assembly. Whereas the role
of the individual molecules in the excitonic properties of the
building blocks is well-studied (1, 7–10, 20, 22–37), the effect of
structural hierarchy remains an open question because the system’s soft structure may be easily altered upon close packing: Do
the excitonic properties change as the individual supramolecular
structures assemble into a close-packed superstructure? In other
words, can we simplify the materials properties as a superposition
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1408342111

The scientific community has been broadly inspired by tiny
deep-sea bacteria, the green sulfur bacteria, that are able to
harvest minute amounts of incoming sunlight with exquisite
efficiency. Nature’s masterpiece consists of soft, cylindricalshaped, supramolecular structures that are densely packed in
superstructures. Only little is known about the fundamental
processes that govern nature’s efficiency. Here we unravel, for
the first time to our knowledge, the impact of structural complexity through the use of a model system akin to that found in
nature, focusing on the properties that are prerequisite for
nature’s efficient light harvesting. Our work suggests that the
cylindrical geometry presents a rational design that may be
key for protecting the system’s quantum properties upon
dense packing.
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In this paper we realize the comprehensive investigation of an
artificial model system that mirrors the complexity of natural LH
antennae: artificial LH nanotubes (LHNTs) of amphiphilic cyanine dye molecules (40) self-assembled into a cylindrical geometry with a diameter on the order of 10 nm (41) and a length
that may extend to micrometers (29, 42). We show that these
LHNTs can complete the hierarchical assembly by further assembling into bundled LHNTs that consist of close-packed cylindrical building blocks. We use a cross-disciplinary approach
that combines rigorous structural characterization along with
optical spectroscopy through complementary experimental
methods—electron microscopy techniques, linear and nonlinear
optical spectroscopy, flash dilution, and redox-chemistry—and
theoretical simulations. This approach allows for a direct comparison of the excitonic properties originating from the individual supramolecular building blocks and from the closepacked building blocks. The observed spectral changes upon
close packing can be explained by minor changes within the supramolecular structure of the building blocks. In contrast, we
find that the properties prerequisite for efficient excitation energy transport are maintained through close packing: a high
degree of internal order, strong excitation transfer interactions,
and large exciton delocalization, evoking the term “robust excitons.” Our results suggest that the cylindrical geometry presents
a rational design that is potentially key for constructing efficient
LH systems from artificial supramolecular materials, potentially
by minimizing perturbations of the excitonic properties upon
formation of hierarchical structures.
In particular, we study LHNTs (31) composed of the amphiphilic cyanine dye C8S3 (Fig. 1A, Inset and Materials and Methods). Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) shows that freshly
prepared LHNTs in water/methanol solution are well separated
from one another (Fig. 1 A and B), consistent with previous work
(31, 41, 43). These LHNTs present a homogeneous ensemble
with a remarkably uniform supramolecular structure (29) and are
composed of two concentric cylinders, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1C, separated by about 4 nm: an inner cylinder with
a diameter of ∼6 nm (43) and an outer cylinder with a diameter
of ∼13 nm (41, 43). Cryo-EM reveals that the double-walled
LHNTs further self-assemble over time into bundled nanotubular structures (Fig. 1D). Bundles are either straight or
twisted (Fig. 1E and SI Appendix, section 1).
Upon self-assembly into double-walled LHNTs the broad absorption band of the monomers (Fig. 1F) undergoes a large
redshift of ∼80 nm (∼2,500 cm−1), reflecting strong excitation
transfer interactions between the molecular transition dipole
moments of the molecular subunits (31). The narrowing of the
absorption peaks relative to the monomer spectrum, so-called
exchange narrowing (13), originates from the delocalization of
the excitation over multiple molecular subunits. These delocalized excitations average out short-range monomer inhomogeneities. The exciton delocalization length is defined as
the number of molecular subunits over which the excitation is
delocalized. In addition, the cylindrical geometry gives rise to
a complex pattern of absorption bands (25) that has previously
been mapped onto the system’s structure (Fig. 1F): Bands 1 and
3 mainly originate from the inner cylinder, whereas band 2
mainly originates from the outer cylinder (31). The narrow
linewidth of low-energy band 1 suggests large exciton delocalization (23, 44).
Interestingly, monitoring the bundling process in real time by
means of absorption spectroscopy (SI Appendix, section 2) shows
that the double-walled LHNTs and the bundled LHNTs have
different optical properties. Upon bundling the two main absorption bands of the double-walled LHNTs at 599 nm (band 1)
and at 589 nm (band 2) disappear (Fig. 1F), and two new transitions grow in: a narrow band at 603 nm (I) and a broad band at
575 nm (II). We assign these two new bands to the bundled
2 of 9 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1408342111

LHNTs. For the double-walled LHNTs (Fig. 1F), bands 1 and 2
are polarized primarily parallel to the cylindrical axis, whereas
band 3 is polarized primarily perpendicular to it. For the bundled
LHNTs (Fig. 1F), band I is primarily polarized parallel whereas
the broad band II is primarily polarized perpendicular (SI Appendix, section 3).
Morphological Structure
Cryo-electron tomography (45) (cryo-ET) allows visualization of
the 3D structure of the bundled LHNTs. Fig. 2A shows one cryoET frame of a 3D reconstruction of bundles (SI Appendix, section 4; see also Movies S1 and S2). Fig. 2B depicts the iso-surface
renderings of cryo-ET reconstructions of twisted and straight
bundles. Fig. 2C shows a cryo-ET cross section averaged over the
length of a twisted bundle. The iso-surface rendering of this
twisted bundle is shown in Fig. 2D and reveals that this bundle
consists of 12 hexagonally close-packed nano-tubular objects. On
average, bundles consist of about 13 nano-tubular objects. Fig.
2E shows representative line scans taken perpendicular to the
bundles, from straight bundles imaged by cryo-TEM (Fig. 1D)
and from twisted bundles imaged by cryo-ET (Fig. 2A), revealing
a center-to-center distance of 10 ± 1 nm (SI Appendix, section 5).
This distance is too small to originate from the packing of the
double-walled LHNTs shown in Fig. 1 A and B. Instead, this
center-to-center distance is consistent with the packing of just
the inner cylinders from the initially formed LHNTs, where each
cylinder has a diameter of 6 ± 1 nm and a minimal distance to
their neighboring cylinders of 4 ± 1 nm, which is the same as for
the cylinder-to-cylinder distance in double-walled LHNTs, dictated by the spatial dimensions of the monomer’s hydrophobic
side chains (Fig. 1A, Inset). This structure of bundles of closepacked cylinders is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2F. Similar to
the structure of the double-walled LHNTs, it is reasonable to
expect that the bundles are surrounded by an outer envelope
layer of self-assembled dye molecules that expose their hydrophilic heads to the aqueous solution. Our EM results suggest the
inner cylinders of the double-walled LHNTs stay morphologically intact upon bundling and act as the building blocks to form
close-packed hierarchical superstructures: bundled single-walled
LHNTs encapsulated by an outer envelope layer.
Absorption Spectra
At this point, it remains an open question whether the excitonic
properties of the individual building blocks change as they assemble into bundles. This key question can be addressed directly
by comparing the optical properties of the building blocks before
and after bundling. To this end, experimental techniques are
required that allow for identifying the spectral contributions
of the building blocks without perturbing their nano-tubular
morphology.
Oxidation chemistry (43) has been previously used with double-walled LHNTs as an elegant tool to identify the spectral
contributions of the inner cylinder by selectively oxidizing the
dye molecules in the outer layer and “turning off” their optical
response (31). However, oxidation chemistry does not a priori
select one layer over another because it is based on relative redox
potentials rather than location within the hierarchical assembly
(46, 47). Flash dilution (31) is a complementary method that can
connect the relative positions of layers to the absorption bands.
Flash dilution is expected to affect the system’s outer layers,
which are directly exposed to the solvent, to a greater degree
than the system’s inner and more protected regions. Unlike oxidation, flash dilution, by physically disrupting the supramolecular structure of the outer layers, may perturb the morphology of
the remaining structure, changing its spectrum. The two methods
together can, however, confidently isolate the optical spectrum
of one layer over the other.
Eisele et al.
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Fig. 1. Correlating morphological and optical properties. (A) Cryo-EM micrograph of double-walled LHNTs self-assembled from amphiphilic cyanine dye
molecules (abbreviated as C8S3; Materials and Methods) with molecular structure in inset. (B) EM micrograph at higher magnification shows the doublewalled nature of the LHNTs. (C) Schematic illustrates the LHNT consisting of two concentric cylinders self-assembled from C8S3 molecules (for clarity using only
one molecule per unit cell) with the hydrophilic sulfonate groups (red) on the exterior, the hydrophobic alkyl chains (light gray) in the interior of the bilayer,
and the cyanine dye chromophore (dark gray) in the middle. (D) Cryo-EM micrograph of bundled LHNTs in overview and (E) at higher magnification shows
three examples of different morphologies: bundles with a straight morphology (right) and with increasing amounts of twist (middle and left), which is indicated by the Moiré pattern (i.e., alternating bands of sharp and blurred lines along the cylindrical axis). (F) Absorption spectra. Black: absorption spectrum
of C8S3 dye molecules (monomers) dissolved in methanol. Red: absorption spectrum upon self-assembling of double-walled LHNTs prepared in water/
methanol. Blue: absorption spectrum of bundles of LHNTs. jj and ⊥ indicate polarization parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder axis, respectively. See text
for transition labeling and SI Appendix, section 3 for polarization of the bands.

The time evolution of the absorption spectra upon flash dilution is shown in Fig. 3 A and B for double-walled LHNTs and
bundled LHNTs, respectively. For double-walled LHNTs, band 2
vanishes completely (Fig. 3A), consistent with it originating from
the outer cylinder, and there is a concomitant increase in the
monomer absorption band at ∼520 nm. For the bundled LHNTs
(Fig. 3B) bands I and II are largely unchanged but there is an
increase in the monomer absorption band at ∼520 nm that can
be attributed to preferentially disrupting the structure of the
Eisele et al.

surrounding outer envelope layer (SI Appendix, section 6). This is
consistent with bands I and II originating mainly from the bundled inner-cylinders. These results also suggest that the outer
layer of bundled LHNTs contributes to the absorption spectrum
not with narrow exciton bands but with a spectrally broad distribution of bands, consistent with an inhomogeneous supramolecular structure.
In contrast to flash dilution, chemical oxidation does not
perturb the system’s nano-tubular morphology as schematically
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 9

Fig. 2. Morphological structure of bundled LHNTs. (A) Representative slice through a cryo- ET of bundled LHNTs (see entire ET volume in Movies S1 and S2).
(B) Iso-surface renderings of cryo-ET reconstructions of bundled LHNTs with straight (left) and twisted (right) morphologies (see also SI Appendix, sections 4
and 5). (C) Cryo-ET slice taken from an averaged cryo-ET showing a cross-sectional view of a twisted bundle (see also SI Appendix, sections 4 and 5). (D) Isosurface rendering of a twisted bundle. (E) Representative line scans (SI Appendix, section 5) taken on cryo-EM (Fig. 1D) and cryo-ET (Fig. 2C) from twisted and
straight bundles, respectively, revealing a center-to-center distance of 10 ± 1 nm. (F) Schematic illustrating bundle morphology: The inner cylinder of
a double-walled LHNT (as illustrated in Fig. 1C) stays morphologically intact upon bundling and acts as a building block for the bundled LHNT system.

illustrated in Fig. 4A. Therefore, chemical oxidation can be used
to identify the absorption spectrum of both the inner cylinder
(building block) of the double-walled LHNTs and the bundled
cylinders (SI Appendix, section 7), as depicted in Fig. 4B. The
lowest energy transition band of the inner cylinder, band 1 at
599 nm, undergoes a minor red-shift upon bundling, band I at
603 nm, whereas most interestingly the narrow linewidth of this
transition does not change significantly (Fig. 4B, Inset). This is
particularly remarkable because the ensemble of bundles seemingly presents a significantly more inhomogeneous morphology
compared with the well-defined inner cylinders of the doublewalled LHNTs. The survival of the narrow linewidth of the
lowest-energy exciton band upon hierarchical assembly reflects
a preservation of a high degree of internal order and effectively
unchanged exciton delocalization lengths, prerequisite conditions for efficient excitation energy transport. Despite the soft
nature of the assembly owing to weak intermolecular forces
between molecular subunits, the lowest-energy exciton properties are maintained even upon close packing, suggesting the term
robust exciton.
The higher-energy transitions of the inner cylinder between
550 nm and 585 nm are replaced upon bundling with a broad
band centered on 575 nm. These higher-energy transitions, although crucial for light absorption, are unlikely to affect energy
transport processes, because their energy exceeds the lowestenergy excitons by considerably more than the thermal energy,
4 of 9 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1408342111

even at room temperature. The question arises: What explains
the spectral changes observed?
Experiment vs. Theory
In general, the optical properties of a supramolecular structure
are highly sensitive to the details of its molecular arrangement,
and this arrangement is very sensitive to the details of the
chemical environment surrounding the structure. Upon bundling, the building block is no longer homogenously encapsulated by the well-defined outer cylinder but instead is now part of
a finite hexagonal lattice of other cylinders. Even though the
bundling process apparently does not alter the cylinder’s gross
morphology, it may generate shifts in molecular transition energies owing to a changed environment or even alter the details
of the cylinder’s molecular arrangement. Theoretical simulations
can be used as a tool for probing how structural changes can
affect the system’s optical properties, and in particular if changes
in the details of the molecular arrangement can explain the
spectral changes observed in Fig. 4B. These simulations consider
the excitonic interactions between molecules, which are sensitive
to their relative separations and orientations, and hence to their
specific arrangement. The extended herringbone (EHB) structure (31) previously has been used to explain the absorption
spectrum of the double-walled LHNTs’ inner cylinder as shown
in Fig. 4C (in red). Here, extensive simulations (Fig. 4C, in blue)
show that, indeed, small changes of the inner cylinder’s molecular arrangement (see the caption for Fig. 4) allow for the type of
Eisele et al.
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Fig. 3. Mapping exciton transitions to structure. Time evolution of the absorption spectra upon flash dilution of (A) double-walled LHNTs and (B) bundled
LHNTs. In both cases the absorption features from the LHNTs decrease whereas the monomer feature at 520 nm increases. The increase in the monomer
absorption can be attributed to preferentially disrupting the supramolecular structure in the system’s outer regions. Accordingly, the spectral contributions
that vanish can be assigned to the system’s outer regions, whereas the remaining bands can be assigned to the inner cylinders.

spectral changes observed upon bundling. In particular, we can
replicate the strong changes in the high-energy region while
hardly affecting the low-energy region of ∼600 nm. Moreover, we
also found that a packing of double-walled LHNTs with reasonable variations in model parameters cannot explain the
changes in the observed spectra (Fig. 4B), consistent with our
morphological characterization. When simulating optical spectra
of molecular aggregates, one often includes disorder in the
molecular transition energies to account for the heterogeneous
nature of these systems and their host media (23). The simulated
spectra of the building block shown here have been calculated
without including disorder because this facilitates comparison
with the previous simulations for double-walled LHNTs (31). In
addition, it was found that allowing for disorder does not change
the main conclusion, namely, that the building block’s spectral
changes upon bundling can be understood from both relatively
small rearrangements in the inner cylinder’s molecular packing
and an absence of a surrounding outer cylinder. Nevertheless, it
is reasonable to assume that disorder also plays a role in these
supramolecular aggregates and contributes (partly) to the width
of the absorption bands and leads to exciton localization, which
is of crucial importance in the optical dynamics of supramolecular aggregates. To gain some qualitative insight into the behavior of the excitons in the ∼600 nm region under the influence
of inhomogeneities, we considered Gaussian energetic disorder
in the molecular transition energies and simulated the excitation
density of the molecular subunits in the cylinder. Fig. 4D shows
a typical example of this excitation density for an exciton in the
∼600-nm band region using a maximum value for the disorder
strength (see the caption for Fig. 4). We find that the exciton in
the ∼600-nm region is still delocalized over hundreds (up to
∼1,000) molecules and extends in a helical direction around the
cylinder, consistent with the direction of the strongest inEisele et al.

termolecular interactions. We also performed simulations of
double-walled LHNTs, allowing for various types of heterogeneity, such as Gaussian energy disorder or a hexagonal modulation of the transition energies originating from the bundle’s
packing. We found that none of these models could explain the
spectral changes upon bundling.
Excitonic Coupling
Nature’s solution for highly efficient LH is a hierarchy of length
scales accompanied by a hierarchy of excitonic coupling
strengths. Combining 2D electronic spectroscopy (2D ES), as
explained in SI Appendix, section 8, with knowledge of the
structural origin of exciton bands and their polarizations allows
elucidating the hierarchy of excitonic couplings in the LHNTs. A
collinear experiment with pump and probe both polarized parallel to the cylindrical axis probes correlations between exciton
transitions with polarization oriented along the cylindrical axis,
here between bands 1 and 2 in the double-walled LHNTs. By
contrast, a cross-linear experiment can reveal correlations between mutually perpendicular transitions. Two-dimensional ES
absorptive spectra at zero waiting time for both double-walled
LHNTs and bundled LHNTs are shown in Fig. 5 A and B and
Fig. 5C, respectively. In the collinear 2D spectrum of the doublewalled LHNTs (Fig. 5A) the diagonal peaks correspond to the
features observed in the linear absorption spectrum. A weak
cross-peak between bands 1 and 2 indicates weak excitonic
coupling between the inner and outer cylinder, which is consistent with previous redox chemistry experiments on this system
(31) and with previous pump-probe spectroscopy (48) and 2D ES
on a similar nanotubular system (49). In contrast, the cross-linear
2D spectrum (Fig. 5B) shows a high-amplitude cross-peak at zero
waiting time between bands 1 and 3 of the inner-cylinder—
reflecting a strong correlation between those two transitions, or,
PNAS Early Edition | 5 of 9

Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of building blocks and exciton delocalization. (A) Schematic: In contrast to flash dilution, chemical oxidation upon adding AgNO3
does not perturb the mesoscopic structure of the LHNTs but preferentially eliminates absorption in regions that are preferentially oxidized. (B) Experiment:
Chemical oxidation in solution used as a tool to isolate the absorption spectrum (red) of individual building blocks (inner-cylinders of double-walled LHNTs in
the presence of oxidized outer-cylinders) and to isolate the absorption spectrum (blue) of bundled building blocks (bundled inner-cylinders in the presence of
the oxidized surrounding outer layer). (Inset) Both spectra have been overlaid showing that upon bundling the line width of the lowest energy exciton mode
does not change significantly. (C) Simulation: Simulated absorption spectrum (red) using the EHB structural model proposed previously for the inner cylinders
of double-walled LHNTs (31) and the absorption spectrum (blue) calculated for an inner-cylinder upon slight modification of the packing parameters; here,
the monomer’s tilt angle was decreased from 23.6° to 22.8°, the rotation angle was changed from 25.6° to 17.0°, and the wrapping angle was reduced from
53.7° to 47.0° (see ref. 31 for definitions). Both spectra are calculated without any disorder present and the transitions have been broadened by Lorentzian
lineshapes to facilitate comparison with the experimental results. The simulations show that minor changes in the details of the molecular packing can
qualitatively explain the experimentally observed spectral changes—including polarization—upon bundling. (D) Exciton delocalization: Typical example of
the excitation density of the molecules (absolute value squared of the exciton wavefunction coefficients) in an inner cylinder, consisting of about 8,000
molecules organized in the EHB structural arrangement, in the presence of disorder in the molecular transition energies (see also Materials and Methods). The
disorder strength (250 cm−1) was obtained assuming that the lowest energy bandwidth at 600 nm completely derives from inhomogeneous broadening, thus
providing an upper limit on the amount of disorder. The simulations reveal that the exciton in the 600-nm band for this disorder strength is delocalized over
typically hundreds (up to ∼1,000) of molecules, spread in a helical manner around the cylinder in the direction of the strongest intermolecular interactions.

in other words, that they have a common ground state and are
part of the same excitonic system. Note the absence here of the
diagonal peak corresponding to band 3: The signal from this
transition is not observed here because its polarization is perpendicular to the detection polarization. Therefore, the highamplitude cross-peak in the cross-linear 2D spectrum of the
double-walled LHNTs (Fig. 5B) is simply a consequence of the
fact that both transitions belong to the same cylinder and share
the same ground state; exciting one transition causes a bleaching
signal of the other one.
Electronic coupling between nanoscale systems depends intimately on their distance. The wall-to-wall distance in the
double-walled LHNTs and the wall-to-wall distance of neighboring cylinders in the bundled LHNTs are both dictated by the
spatial dimension of the hydrophobic chains that separate them.
Accordingly, it is reasonable to assume the cylinder-to-cylinder
coupling to be similarly weak in both systems. The high-amplitude cross-peak in the cross-linear 2D spectrum of the bundled
LHNTs (Fig. 5C) reflects the fact that here as well both transitions belong to the same cylinder: The strong excitonic correlations within the building blocks are retained upon their
close packing.
Summary and Conclusions
In an effort to mimic nature’s highly efficient LH antennae, it is
important to elucidate the role of each level of their structural
hierarchy: from molecule, to supramolecular building block, to
close-packed building blocks. This work constitutes a systematic
study that elucidates the effect of structural hierarchy on critical
6 of 9 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1408342111

excitonic properties in supramolecular systems. We accomplish
this by using a cross-disciplinary approach to fully characterize an
artificial analog to the natural LH antenna systems of the green
sulfur bacteria, morphologically and optically, and complement
this with theory. In particular, we have elucidated how the excitonic properties change as the individual supramolecular
structures assemble into close-packed superstructures. Specifically, we have shown that the inner cylinders of double-walled
LHNTs, self-assembled from the synthetic cyanine dye C8S3 in
water/methanol solution, act as well-defined building blocks to
form close-packed hierarchical superstructures: bundled singlewalled LHNTs encapsulated by an outer envelope layer. Our
work demonstrates that these LHNTs are an excellent model
system for studying hierarchically structured excitonic systems.
As with natural LH complexes, our model system exhibits a hierarchy of length scales accompanied by a hierarchy of excitonic
coupling strengths. On the length scale of the distance between
the inner cylinders and outer cylinders of the double-walled
LHNTs, our experiments demonstrate relatively weak excitonic
coupling, which is consistent with previous work (31, 49). In
contrast, on the shorter length scale of the molecular subunits
within the cylinders, strong excitonic correlations are retained
upon close packing. Most interestingly, our combined experimental and theoretical approach reveals that the properties
prerequisite for efficient excitation energy transport are preserved upon bundling: a high degree of internal order, strong
excitation transfer interactions, and a large exciton delocalization, thus evoking the term robust excitons. This suggests
that, even upon close packing, the inner cylinders of doubleEisele et al.
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walled LHNTs hold the potential for efficient energy transport
and therefore may act as “exciton highways.” Densely packed
superstructures in artificial LH systems, as in natural systems,
increase the system’s order and concentrate light absorption.
Accordingly, close-packed one-dimensional building blocks may
potentially form “exciton superhighways,” as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Although it is possible to obtain conditions for directed excitation energy transport with 2D building blocks (such as sheets) by
reducing dimensionality using modulations of the assembly’s
energy landscape (SI Appendix, section 9), our results show that
close packing of soft supramolecular assemblies with cylindrical
geometry provides an elegant way to direct excitation energy
without additional modifications. We speculate that the cylindrical geometry may play a key role in minimizing perturbations

of the excitonic properties upon formation of hierarchical
structures. Natural LH systems require robustness; our work
shows that the design principle of cylindrical-shaped building
blocks seems to favor robustness even though close packing may
alter the cylinders’ soft mesoscopic structure. Our results suggest
that the cylindrical geometry presents a rational design that is
potentially key to nature’s high efficiency, allowing construction
of efficient LH devices even from soft supramolecular materials.
We speculate that in natural LH systems, such as those found in
the green sulfur bacteria, cylindrical-shaped geometries protect
the exciton modes that are responsible for efficient excitation
energy transport properties. We predict that the robust excitons
that inhabit cylindrical building blocks make such building blocks

Fig. 6. Close packing of soft quasi-1D nano-structures with robust excitonic properties. As with natural systems, formation of LH systems from artificial
building blocks requires their assembly into densely packed superstructures to increase the system’s order and to concentrate the absorption, both prerequisites for efficient and directed energy transport.
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Fig. 5. Correlation of exciton transition bands. (A) Two-dimensional electronic correlation spectroscopy (2D ECS) of aligned double-walled LHNTs with
excitation and detection polarized parallel to the cylindrical axis. A weak cross-peak is evident between transitions 1 and 2 indicating weak excitonic coupling
between the inner cylinder and the outer cylinder. (B) Cross-polarized 2D ECS with perpendicularly polarized excitation and parallel polarized detection. A
high-amplitude cross-peak between transitions 1 and 3 indicates strong excitonic correlations within the inner cylinder (i.e., the building block). (C) Crosspolarized 2D ECS of aligned bundled LHNTs with perpendicularly polarized excitation and parallel polarized detection. A high-amplitude cross-peak between
transitions I and II indicates retained strong excitonic correlations within the building blocks even upon their close packing. The red and blue arrows point at
the excited transitions of interest.

attractive in the design of efficient opto-electronic devices constructed from supramolecular materials.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of Light-Harvesting Nanotubes. The amphiphilic cyanine dye
derivative 3,3′-bis(2-sulfopropyl)-5,5′,6,6′-tetrachloro-1,1′-dioctylbenzimidacarbocyanine (C8S3, molecular weight 902.8 g·mol−1, Fig. 1A) was obtained
as a sodium salt (FEW Chemicals) and used as received. The individual lightharvesting nanotubes, consisting of double-walled nanotubular dye aggregates, were prepared in water/methanol as described in ref. 29. Solutions of
light-harvesting nanotubes were stored in the dark and used for experiments within 3 d and up to 3 mo of preparation, respectively.
Absorption Spectroscopy. Absorption spectra from the solution were taken
with a double-beam UV-visible spectrometer (Shimadzu UV-2101PC) in a 0.2mm demountable quartz cell (oxidation experiments) and a 10-mm quartz
cell (flash-dilution experiments), both cells from Hellmar GmbH.
Cryo-EM. Cryo-sample preparation, cryo-EM, and cryo-ET were performed as
previously described (50) with only minor modifications. Briefly, 300-mesh
copper grids covered with lacey holey carbon film (EMS) were hydrophilized
before use by storing the grids over a water bath for 1 d. Droplets of the
sample solution (5 μL) were applied to the grids and excess fluid was removed with filter paper until an ultrathin layer of the sample solution was
obtained spanning the holes of the carbon film. The samples were then
immediately vitrified by plunging the grid into liquid ethane close to its
freezing point (90 K) using a guillotine-like plunging device. Rapidly frozen
grids were stored in liquid nitrogen until examined by EM.
Cryo-samples were transferred into a Tecnai F20 transmission electron
microscope (FEI, Inc.) using a Gatan cryoholder and transfer station (model
626; Gatan). Using the microscope control software SerialEM (51) single-axis
tilt series were recorded at 200 kV in low-dose mode by rotating the sample
from –60 to 60° in 2.0° angular increments. The total accumulated electron
dose was limited to ∼80 e/Å2. A defocus of –8 μm was chosen to increase the
contrast of the EM images. The magnification was 25,000 with a final pixel
size of 4.54 Å. The software package IMOD (52) was used for fiducial
alignment, tomogram reconstruction, and visualization by isosurface rendering (Fig. 2). The generation of nanotubes was not compatible with the
widely used addition of colloidal gold fiducial marker; therefore, we used
internal features presented in the tilt series as fiducial markers. The software
PEET (Particle Estimation for Electron Tomography) (53) was used for subtomogram averaging with missing wedge correction of the nanotubes.
Flash Dilution of Light-Harvesting Nanotubes in Solution. A flash-dilution
technique was performed as previously described (31) but with modifications. A water/methanol solution (∼1 mL, concentration equal to the
neat nanotube solution) was placed into a 4-mm quartz cell (Starna Cells,
Inc.) while stirring the solution using a polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)coated stir bar and magnetic stir plate. A small amount of the neat nanotube solution (∼0.05 mL, cC8S3 = 3 × 10−4 mol·L−1) was abruptly added to
the stirring water/methanol solution (to render a final dye concentration of
cC8S3 = 8 × 10−7 mol·L−1). Transmission spectra were recorded on a custombuild fast-acquisition absorption spectrometer. A broadband quartz tungsten halogen source (66880; Newport/Oriel) was collimated, passed through
the sample, and focused into a combination spectrometer/camera (Acton
SP2500/Pixis 1024; Princeton Instruments). Spectra were collected in 10-ms
bins starting immediately before flash dilution and then continuously for
∼20 min. Absorption spectra were generated by combining sample transmission spectra to an initial reference spectrum.
Two-Dimensional Spectroscopy. Polarization-controlled 2D ES performed as
previously described (54) but with modifications. A noncollinear parametric
amplifier (NOPA) is pumped by a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser
(Coherent Libra) at 800 nm with 350 μJ per pulse at 10 kHz. The NOPA
generates pulses with a central wavelength of 590 nm and a full width at

1. Scholes GD, Rumbles G (2006) Excitons in nanoscale systems. Nat Mater 5(9):
683–696.
2. Engel GS, et al. (2007) Evidence for wavelike energy transfer through quantum coherence in photosynthetic systems. Nature 446(7137):782–786.
3. Collini E, et al. (2010) Coherently wired light-harvesting in photosynthetic marine
algae at ambient temperature. Nature 463(7281):644–647.
4. Scholes GD, Fleming GR, Olaya-Castro A, van Grondelle R (2011) Lessons from nature
about solar light harvesting. Nat Chem 3(10):763–774.
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half maximum of 25 nm. A prism pair then compresses the pulses to ∼30 fs.
After the NOPA, the beam passes through a 2D phase mask (Tessera, λc = 600
nm, 20-μm spacing) optimized for first-order diffraction to produce four
beams in the BOXCARS geometry. The beams are temporally controlled by
a diffraction-based pulse shaper with a 2D spatial light modulator (SLM)
(X7550; Hamamatsu). In the pulse shaper, the beams are spectrally dispersed
by a ruled grating (900 grooves/mm, 550 nm blaze; Richardson) and imaged
at different vertical positions by a cylindrical lens onto the SLM for independent temporal shaping. After pulse shaping, each beam is passed
through a half wave plate (0.5 in, 600 nm AR-coated; Tower Optical) for
individual polarization control. The beams are imaged from the phase mask
to the sample position where the energy of each is ∼100–200 pJ per pulse.
The generated third-order polarization is then heterodyne-detected by
spectral interferometry in a spectrometer (Acton SP2300, 300 grooves per
millimeter grating, Pixis 400 camera; Princeton Instruments). The C8S3 solutions (dye concentration of cC8S3 = 3.36 × 10−4 mol·L−1) are flowed through
a 0.01-mm continuous-flow cell (Starna Cells) by a dual syringe pump (Ne1000X ; New Age Pump Systems) at a rate of 6 mm/min.
Chemical Oxidation of Light-Harvesting Nanotubes in Solution. Oxidation
chemistry was performed as previously described (31, 43, 46, 47) only with
minor modifications. To a 400-μL nanotube solution was added 11 μL of
10 mM AgNO3 solution. Absorption spectra were taken within 90 min of
adding AgNO3.
Simulations. The molecular arrangement for the double-walled LHNTs’ inner
cylinders is obtained by wrapping in a seamless way a 2D extended herringbone lattice (31) around a cylindrical surface. The collective optical
excitations (excitons) are obtained from numerical diagonalization of
a Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian, which accounts for the molecular transition
energies and resonance interactions between the molecules. Linear spectra
are calculated from the exciton eigen states using Fermi’s golden rule. All
steps involved are well-documented in the literature (23). Values for most of
the model parameters are taken from the literature (ref. 31 and references
therein); the remaining parameters are determined through comparison
with the experimental spectra. For simulations with disorder to obtain extent of delocalization, we used uncorrelated energy disorder with a Gaussian distribution and a width of 250 cm−1.
Exciton Dynamic Simulations in 2D Morphology. As a thought experiment, we
investigate a simulation of the coherent exciton dynamics on a 2D elongated
sheet. We construct a Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian that contains diagonal site
energies and off-diagonal intermolecular transfer couplings for a bricklayer
structure (SI Appendix, section 9). The site energies in the Hamiltonian are
periodically modulated along to the short side of the sheet, which leads to
a concentration of the exciton dynamics along the long side of the sheet. We
simulate the coherent dynamics based on Schrödinger’s equation generated
by this Hamiltonian for the single-exciton state jψæ. The initial state is chosen
to be at the center of the sheet. We observe the populations jÆmjψæj2 of the
different sites, where the corresponding single exciton states are jmæ. The
dynamics of the cylindrical morphology shows only minimal differences.
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